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March 2017

All the secrets of our
airport revealed!

March 1 Business Meeting, Signature 6pm
Can’t get to Signature? Instructions for
joining the teleconference to be emailed
March 2-4 WAI Conference – Florida
March 8 General Meeting 6:00pm
Docent/Becky Guided tour of JWA
March 18 Long Beach Chapter 65 Years
Western Museum of Flight 11am
April 5 - Business Meeting, Signature, 6pm
April 15 - Saturday—General Meeting
Lunch at Julie’s Hangar
April 27-30 Spring Section Meeting
“Blue Skies Over the Bay” Oakland
OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

Secretary: Pam Doddridge
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Airport tour—
Wednesday march 8 6pm
Even though you have been passing through our
airport for years, how much do you really know
about it? Usually we are focused on getting from
point A to point B and don’t “stop to smell the
roses.”
Several of our members have been docents for the
airport and provided tours to hundreds of children
over the years. Eleanor Todd’s photo is on the
airport website conducting one of her tours. Check
out this link : JWA Tours
On Wednesday, March 8 we will have our own
personalized tour of Orange County Airport to
learn all the interesting facts about KSNA.
Date:
Time:
Meet:

Wednesday March 8, 2017
**** 6 PM ****
JWA Statue

Parking:

Carpool & use short term parking
$2/hour

Questions?

Becky 714-306-2329

Attending? It would be helpful to know if you are
coming. Email-Becky - fxala@hotmail.com
Click through to this historical video– JWA History

Coming to you
from the Happiest
Place on Earth
After winning my newest hat (Olaf) at our White Elephant Fundraiser, Jennifer Allen suggested I wear it on
our “day at Disneyland” with her. Honestly, I brought him along, in my backpack, figuring I would take him
out only for a photo op with Jennifer. However, there is an atmosphere of fun and gaiety at Disneyland, so
Olaf rode along with us on my head instead of in my backpack. Aside from keeping my head warm, he put a
lot of smiles on guests’ faces. I think he was the only “Olaf” in Disneyland that day.
Many thanks to Jennifer for transporting us to the Happiest Place on Earth.
So what does Disneyland have to do with flying? Well there is Dumbo, Astro Jets,
Star Tours, Space Mountain, Peter Pan, and Buzz Lightyear. But what really came to
mind for me was the tag line “Happiest Place on Earth”. As a pilot, I believe that we
are in that “happy place” when we are in the sky. As many people leave their
troubles behind when they enterer the gates of Disneyland, I believe it is the same for us when we climb into
an airplane. Leave those troubles/worries on the ground and soar through the sky like Peter Pan or Buzz
Lightyear.
We are so fortunate to have the freedom to fly. We have the power to
influence future generations to want to join our elite group of women
and men who have mastered flight.
Today six Orange County 99s were able to join with 99s from Fullerton
(1), Long Beach (7) and San Diego (2) to share our love of flight at
French Valley Airport Café.
Julie, Diane, Kiersten, Sarah, Irene and Morgan
joined by our regal four footed friend.

Representatives from Orange County - Long Beach - San Diego and Fullerton.
Missing a few who were already airborne.

Irene & Kiersten got to fly
with Julie in her Barron.
Her wing walking dog
greeted us upon return to
KSNA.

Many thanks to all our flying friends for all that we do to impact our communities.
The force is strong with this group.

Irene

White Elephant
Fundraiser
18 attendees
34 items auctioned
$282.50 raised
Tons of fun

Tour Program
Guided tours of the Thomas F. Riley Terminal are offered, free of charge, as part of the John Wayne Airport
Public Affairs Program. Volunteer tour guides, including private pilots, teachers, executives and Airport
employees, donate their time to familiarize the public with the Terminal.

Tour Features - Tours begin at the John Wayne statue on the Arrival (lower) Level (bring your camera!).
Groups view and receive explanations of how planes fly, the Wright Brothers flight, terminal architecture,
historical photo displays, rental car areas, baggage carousels, airline ticket counter areas, security checkpoints,
flight display monitors, paging, and skycap activity. The last stop on the tour is an area where the participants
can view the airfield and planes taking off and landing. Due to heightened security, tour groups are currently
NOT permitted entry to the secured side of the Terminal.

Excellence in Volunteerism Award Winner
John Wayne Airport - Volunteer Ambassadors & Tour Guides

John Wayne Airport Volunteer Ambassadors
The John Wayne Airport (JWA) Ambassador Program celebrated its tenth anniversary in 2008. During that
year alone, 59 Ambassadors volunteered more than 8,000 hours. The Ambassadors provide airport users
with friendly, informed service that enhances their travel experience. They are experts in customer service,
knowledgeable about the airport’s history and familiar with its many amenities. In addition, Ambassadors
assist staff by quickly reporting incidents that may impact safety or security.
Each Ambassador serves a four-hour shift twice a month. They are stationed in the concourse areas near the
security screening points and are easily recognizable in their bright red blazers and proudly worn “May I
Help You?” lapel buttons. An Ambassador is often the first person that tourists speak with when they arrive
at the busy airport. They can be counted on to greet the public, answer questions and provide information.
Travelers and visitors who pass through the airport as well as airport employees and tenants frequently
compliment the Ambassadors on the professional level of service that they consistently provide. The
individuals who make up the JWA Ambassador Program are an exceptional group of people who give
generously of their time, talents and energy. They are making an important difference in Orange County
through their outstanding volunteer endeavors.

1970 film about Orange County Airport
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=M_A15WaiGNM&feature=youtu.be

Passengers boarding up aft stairs

Air Cal co-pilot

Tower controllers

Tig Pennock

Tig Pennock

Pax boarding by forward stairs

Golden West Twin Otter

Air California B737-200

The Southwest Section held its 2017 Winter Workshop in Costa Mesa, CA on January 28th, hosted
by the Orange County Chapter. Alice Talnack, SWS Governor, presided. Thirty-eight women
attended, representing Chapters from all areas in the Section. The topic for this workshop was
“Awards”. A detailed handout described those given each year at the International Conference and
their criteria. Chapter representatives listed the awards given by their individual Chapter. We then
learned about the awards offered at the two SWS meetings each year. In Spring, Air Marking,
Air & Space, and individual Wings awards may be presented. At the Fall meeting, Woman Pilot of
the Year, Chapter Wings, and Public Relations awards may be given. Information on these awards
is available on the Section website www.sws99s.org/awards. Breakout sessions allowed attendees
to learn more about each of the Section awards, including how to format nominations so the candidate looks her best and how submittals are evaluated. Some Section award requirements are being
modified due to advances and changes in technology, especially social media. Each of us learned
many new things and will be able to take valuable information back to our own Chapters.
Kudos to Becky Valdez and Irene Engard for the time and effort they gave to make this Workshop
a success!
~By Shirley McFall

Lunch with Mary Van Velzer

~ by Linda Eldridge

One of life’s greatest pleasures, (right along with flying of course) is having lunch with good
friends. Recently there was talk among those close to Mary and Vince who wanted to meet.
Someone suggested we all have lunch together! Great idea! That pleasure was in full bloom on
February 9, 2017 when a small group of OC 99s met Mary Van Velzer in the Garden Room at
Rowntree Gardens for a lunch filled with love, friendship, camaraderie, reminiscing of times past and
plans for the future, and of course something yummy to eat! We enjoyed croissant sandwiches, soft
drinks, and topped it off with ice cream cones from Mary! It was a happy time! Mary’s motto is
“Accentuate the Positive” and she lives that motto to the max! She and Vincent have had their share
of ups and downs but Mary’s positive attitude keeps the atmosphere happy! Mary told us funny and
adventurous flying stories of trips she and Vincent have had. There was never a dull moment with
those two!
What a great couple they are, and what a wonderful member of our Orange County Ninety
Nines! Mary has served as Chairman of our Chapter, news writer for the Plane Tales and
Southwesterly, taken us on fly-ins to Mexico that we will never forget, and has been involved in
everything the 99s were doing for many years. And now Mary continues to give us encouragement
and fills us with happiness with her positive attitude, beautiful smile, and infectious laugh! If you
need a dose of “happy” and would like to visit Mary, just give her a call and she will make it happen!!
Those attending were Mary Van Velzer, Shirley McFall, Colleen Handrahan, Patty Murry, Irene
Engard, Beverley Allen, Linda Eldridge, Kelly Gorman, Barbara Ward, Eleanor Todd, Helen Ehnenn,
and Amy Davis.
Thank you, Mary for a Great Luncheon!!

Valentine’s Day fly-along in Duke 1

~ by Becky Valdez

I chose 2/14/17 (Valentine’s Day) for my ride/fly along because I was hoping for some action! I guess all of the
local lovers kept in line that morning.
What an amazing experience to be able to learn from the OCSD. My fly along with Sgt. Bart Eppley and Sgt.
Erik Baum was a day I won’t soon forget. My brain was on overload as I tried to soak up as much information
as I could.

Erik, Becky, Bart

Avionics

Bart Eppley

Following my briefing of the aircraft and an explanation of the emergency landing procedures, we departed
from helipad #2. Sgt. Bart was the PIC and kept busy multi-tasking the entire time. I was in awe of the many
tasks the two men had to perform all at the same time. Co-pilot Sgt. Erik was busy monitoring the Police
dispatcher calls, the GPS, the FLIR cameras as well as answering my many questions.
The OCSD Aviation Unit, launched in 1985, is made up of three patrol helicopters, calls signs Duke 1, Duke 2
and Duke 3. The fleet also consists of two rescue UH-1H Huey’s, call sign Duke 6, stationed at John Wayne
Airport. The second rescue Huey arrived on November 2. My flight was in Duke 1.
Its most-used equipment is a program called Geo-point that locks a high-definition camera on a target, a FLIR
thermal camera used at night to pick up heat signatures, a PA system to communicate to people on the
ground and mapping software to easily navigate the county.
We departed SNA about 0930 and made a left departure heading down the coast. The weather was clear, no
wind and a few low clouds but great visibility.
The officers took me for a tour, pointing out Kobe Bryant’s mansion, Joan Irvine’s estate, the Montage Resort
and many other multi-million dollar empty lots and homes.

Joan Irvine’s house

Beachfront mansion

Montage Resort

Sgt. Erik pulled up the coordinates for Diane Myers’ home in south San Clemente,
and requested permission from Camp Pendleton to enter their restricted airspace
(which we ended up not needing). Diane stepped out onto the balcony to greet us
as we made 2 circles around her at 300’ AGL. She sent me a text saying, “What Fun!”

We then flew northwest to pass over Ascension Cemetery (Nicole Brown Simpson’s
final resting place). Sgt. Erik said, “Do you see that forest of trees with a small lake?
That’s Lake Forrest”. The two officers made light conversation and jokes as they
pointed out several other points of interest.
Diane on camera

Forest + Lake

Disneyland

Angel Stadium

I gave them my home address and they programmed their GPS to head for my house. My husband and grandson waived at us from the back yard as we took videos of each other. I later learned that we were reported on
the “Anaheim Buzz” Facebook page as my neighbors wondered why the police helicopter was hovering.
One thing that amused me was the bright orange string that is attached to the outside of the windshield. I am
told that this is their “trim indicator”. We discussed some of the functions of the helicopter and the other
equipment as we toured more of the Anaheim attractions.
It turned out that all of the big action for them had happened on Monday night with a burglary at the Big O Tire
store in San Juan Capistrano. The suspect would not comply which resulted in a swat team and a K-9 unit. The
video taken with the powerful FLIR camera showed amazing detail of the suspect being bitten by the dog.
Sgt. Bart autographed my log book for my bragging rights. Our 60 min flight used about 70 gallons of Jet A fuel.
Thank you to Melody Liddell for being at the helipad to photograph me as we landed and for treating me to a
Starbucks debriefing.
A huge thank you to Operations officer Sgt. Bill Fitzgerald for allowing me this privilege as well as a Thank You
for all they do to keep our county safe for its citizens.

OCSD fuel truck

Rescue helicopter

Unusual - or not - Attitudes

~Kristina Hamm

During ground school and in my private pilot training, I have been told many times it's
important to practice spins and stalls and have some familiarity with aerobatics. I just
never thought I'd like it so much!
This last month I had the opportunity to fly two different tail draggers and practice
flying at extreme attitudes with full power. I flew an Extra 300LP and an ACA Super
Decathlon. Both provided me with not only an introduction into tail wheel flying, but
also aerobatics.
I flew with Chaz Perrigoue at 5G Flight school out of SNA and practiced aileron rolls,
sustained inverted flying, loops, hammerheads, tail
slides and upright flat spins.
The flights were a complete thrill, but beyond the adrenaline rush I learned two very valuable
lessons. First, you should be comfortable and able to move the controls all the way to their limits
at all attitudes. Secondly, it's important to understand that spins are not scary. By knowing what
leads to them and how to avoid these maneuvers you are an even better pilot, which is crucial
because even the best aerobatic pilots can’t recover from a spin at a low altitude. I'd highly
recommend everyone try flying a tail dragger and practicing spins if you haven't already.

My Experience with the Oxygen Reduction Chamber
By Karen Vaughn
It was already a full week, but it was worth taking the drive. I’m talking about the FAA Safety sponsored Oxygen
Chamber Training – Portable Reduced Oxygen Training (PROTE) hosted by Zamperini Field and Pacific Skies Aviation in
Torrance, CA., on February 17th, 2017. My hubby Jeff and I went.
To participate we had to preregister to reserve a personal chamber demonstration time, have our pilot’s license, have our
current medical certificates, and be over 18 years old. Check-in was in the Pilot’s Lounge in the terminal building. If you had
time, you could look at the display cases highlighting the history and life of local sports and World War II hero Louis Zamperini
and his namesake, Zamperini Field.
We next went to a meeting room to wait for the Aviation Physiology Training to begin. JR Brown was the instructor. He covered
what oxygen deprivation (hypoxia) was and what some of the many symptoms were including dizziness, tingling or numbness of
fingers, hot flashes, heavy breathing, increased heart rate, euphoria, nausea, fatigue, head ache, and blurred vision. He talked
about flight scenarios that defined the likelihood of decreased oxygen in the cabin of an airplane, like altitudes above 10,000
feet, during rapid ascending, or during night flying above 6,000 feet, which will affect a pilot’s ability to command an airplane.
It was interesting to learn about the conventional altitude chambers which operate by removing oxygen thus increasing pressure.
These chambers were very expensive and are made of steel. What JR devised was a glass chamber that reduced the oxygen
content of the air and replaced it with nitrogen. The pressure inside the chamber would remain about the same and subjects
would then be able to recognize the effects of hypoxia right away.
After the classroom training, we went to Pacific Skies Aviation’s hangar, double checked our chamber reservation time, watched
the first group of five experience symptoms, and headed for lunch at a nearby restaurant. When we returned, we were able to
move our time forward.
We were assigned chamber seat numbers 4 and 5, given our worksheets, and instructions. Once called, our group quickly filed
into the tiny ante hall, had the doors closed by one training assistant, then the inner door opened by a second assistant. We
quickly found our numbered seat and positioned our oxygen mask on our laps as previously instructed.
I felt yucky and dizzy first of all. I answered all the verbal questions the moderator asked me, I think. I did math problems on my
worksheet, and started to feel real tired. After the three minute mark, I was asked if I wanted to put on my oxygen mask. I
nodded yes, but was having trouble understanding the assistant’s urging me to take deep breaths to activate a steady flow of
oxygen. Finally, I got plenty of O2 and instantly felt better.
After five minutes we were required to have our oxygen masks on, then instructed on our exit strategy: Deep breath, mask off,
disinfect the oxygen mask, stand up, file into the ante hall, inner door closes, outer door opens, file out.
Our group was debriefed during which the assistant noted our physiological well-being in the form of response time to questions,
our clear speech, and clear headedness. As a send-off, we were invited to visit the facility in Oklahoma City for the one-day
aviation physiological training course with altitude chamber and vertigo demonstrations this summer.
It was good to learn to recognize my own symptoms of hypoxia, and to learn that no two pilots have the same set of symptoms.
The FAA team did a superb job. The next time the training is offered in Southern California, I hope others will take advantage of
this valuable experience. It could make a difference…

ADs and SBs – What Actions Are Required
The aircraft most of us fly are made in factories by established manufacturing companies, e.g., Cessna, Piper, Cirrus. We
trust our lives to the fact that they do a good job at engineering and assembly. Once in a while, something less than
wonderful is discovered about a particular aircraft component that the FAA feels it needs to warn pilots /
owners / mechanics about. These warnings vary in urgency from “oh, by the way” to “STOP and don’t fly
until you’ve fixed this”. Even if you are a renter (vs. owner), it’s a good idea to make sure of the status of
any ADs or SBs that apply to each aircraft you fly. Each of these types of notice will let you know which
aircraft (make, model, serial no.) that they apply to.
So here are some definitions to begin with:
Airworthiness Directives (ADs) are legally enforceable regulations issued by the FAA to correct a dangerous condition in
a product such as an aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance. They notify aircraft operators and owners of potentially
unsafe flight conditions that need special inspections, alterations, or repairs. Most ADs go through a process of Notice
of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM), with opportunities to comment both before and after Final Rulemaking.
“Emergency” ADs skip all normal procedures and take effect immediately. Once issued, compliance with an AD is
mandatory within the time limit specified or the aircraft is deemed to be not airworthy. “Emergency” ADs ground the
aircraft until the fix is made.
Service Bulletins (SBs) are used by manufacturers of aircraft, their engines or their components to communicate details
of modifications which can be embodied in aircraft. In some cases, especially if it is believed to be safety related vs. an
improvement, these may be issued as a Mandatory SB (or MSB) in which case a corresponding Airworthiness Directive
(AD) will be issued by the FAA.
To differentiate in the level of seriousness, SBs can be categorized by manufacturers as optional, recommended, alert,
mandatory, informational, etc. Differentiation between non-mandatory service bulletins is done and decided only by the
FAA. It is important to note that even if an SB is categorized as “mandatory” by a manufacturer, compliance with an SB isn’t
necessarily required under the FARs unless there is an AD to go with it.
Having said that, even though an SB isn’t mandatory according to the FAA, it’s a really good idea to read
the SB carefully and take the manufacturer’s warning under careful consideration, because they’re the
experts on their product and they think the fix is needed for safety’s sake. If you don’t understand enough
about the issue, be sure to ask the person who normally works on that part of your aircraft – mechanic,
radio tech, etc. For the sake of safety and peace of mind, you just might decide that the fix is a good idea.
Of course, the cost of compliance is always a major factor in SB compliance. The cost of the “fix” can run the gamut, and
the depth of the owner’s pockets is a major consideration. Some SBs require just a simple inspection during the aircraft’s
annual, while others require a lot of hours and labor costs. If there isn’t a big safety issue, an owner/operator may legally
choose to defer the work.
If a manufacturer disagrees with the FAA over the urgency of an SB and feels that the issue should be legally mandatory,
they have an avenue open to them: change the Type Certificate Data Sheet (TCDS) or the Airworthiness Limitations.
Requirements referred to or described in the TCDS or within the airworthiness limitations part of the aircraft maintenance
manual are, without exception, mandatory.
One other thing to be aware of is what the insurance policy for the aircraft has to say. Most have serious limitations for
aircraft that are not airworthy.
Some examples of these notices might be an AD issued for inspecting certain locations for catastrophic metal fatigue,
making wiring changes to an electrical system, adding changes to the POH to prevent certain situations such as icing. SB
examples could be information on how often to replace some electrical switches, alerts for mechanics to look for cracks in
plastic control yokes or corrosion in hard-to-get-to places (inside wings and flaps), etc.
When all is said and done, compliance with an A.D. is absolutely mandatory; compliance with a S.B. is not mandatory unless
the Service Bulletin includes or is accompanied by an Airworthiness Directive.
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2017

Happy March Birthdays!
3
7
8
13
20
20
26

Amy Davis
Pam Doddridge
Carol Bennett
Irene Bates
Trudy Briscoe
Lina Shi
Chris Stulik

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to
Morgan Thorpe, Morgan.thorpe1978@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

